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Summary

As the banding patterns of the X chromosome and chromosome No. 8 of the domestic
pig are very similar, this identification problem has been studied. Depending on the metaphase
stage, the banding pattern of the two chromosomes differ very much. Revised landmarks for
the X chromosome and for chromosome No. 8 are presented, but it is not possible to use the
landmarks on long chromosomes from the early metaphase stage.

Identification of the X chromosome of the domestic pig has been difficult
from the early investigations of the karyotype. Different authors have des-
cribed the X chromosome as meta-, submeta-, or telocentric, HuI,oT (ig6g).
After introduction of the banding methods, GusTAvssoN et al. (1972) and HANSEN
(Ig72) described different banding patterns of the X chromosome by the Q-band
technique; B!RG!R (1972), ECHARD (Ig73), HANS!N-MELAND!R et al. (1974),
PACE et al. (Ig75), ,!YSA (Ig75), MICH!I,MANN et al. (1977), and !’!IYAK! et al.

(1978) have described different banding patterns by the G-band technique. Some
authors found one distinct band on the middle of the short arm (p), other found
two and three bands on p. From one to four bands have been described on the

long arm (q) with one or two of them, but not in all cases the same, having a
higher intensity. A diagrammatic representation of the Q-, G-, and R-band

patterns of the pig chromosomes was published by HANSEN (Ig77), but still some
identification problems have persisted.

The only chromosome in the pig karyotype, which is difficult to distinguish
from the X chromosome by banding methods, is chromosome No 8. In attempting
to solve this problem, the G-band pattern of the X chromosome and chromosome
No 8 were studied in different metaphase stages of leucocytes.

The G-band technique was chosen because this technique gives more distinct
bands than the Q-band technique, HANSEN (1975).



Materials and methods

Blood cultures from pigs of different strains of Danish I,andrace were pre-
pared according to the method described previously, HANSEN (1972, 1977). It
must be stated that the culture time was 48 hours, because it seems that the num-
ber of prometaphase stages at q.8 hours is a little bit higher than for 72 hours.
The G-band staining was carried out according to the method described by WANG
and FEDOROFF (1972), slightly modified.

The chromosomes were subdivided in groups according to the system by
LEVAN et al. (1964), and arranged in karyotype according to the Reading Confe-
rence (1976), which does not follow the Levan system precisely. Landmarks
are indicated by L, short arms by fi and long arms by q. The numbering of bands
is according to the Paris Conference (1971), and Su!ptement (ig75). The terms
distal and proximal refer to the position of bands or parts of arms in respect to
the centromere.

Results

Depending on the length or the degree of contraction of the chromosomes,
the banding pattern becomes more or less distinct. For that reason the early
metaphase stages are very useful for banding purpose. Figure z shows pair
No. i, No. 8 and the sex chromosomes from four male pig leucocytes in different
metaphase stages. Chromosome pair No. i demonstrates the metaphase stage
by means of the length. Figure 2 shows the diagrammatic representation of the
bands and the landmarks on chromosome No. 8 and the X chromosome. Figure
3 shows a karyotype based on cell No. 175-7, representing an early metaphase
stage with long chromosomes.

The description of the banding patterns of the X chromosome and chromo-
some No. 8 is given for a) contracted, b) medium contracted, and c) long chromo-
somes.

Pair No. 19. The X chromosome. I, : on contracted and on medium con-
tracted chromosomes two bands on each side of the middle of q. On long chro-
mosomes each of these bands are subdivided into two bands. (p) : on contracted
chromosomes two bands are visible; a proximal pale band, and on the middle
or just distal to it a band of medium intensity. On medium contracted chromo-

somes, three bands : a pale proximal and a pale distal band, and on the middle,
a medium band. On long chromosomes the proximal and the distal band are
subdivided into two very pale bands, Fig. I cell 175-7. (q) : on contracted and
medium contracted chromosomes four bands are visible. A distal and a proxi-
mal pale band, and two medium to intense bands on each side of the middle,
Xq2i and Xq3i. Band Xq21 is the most intensely stained band. On long chro-
mosomes each of these intense bands are subdivided into two bands. The distal

pale, Xq33, is very often visible as a small distinct dot on each of the chromatids.
Pair No. 8. I, : on contracted and medium contracted chromosomes, a

proximal band on q. On long chromosomes this band is subdivided into two
bands. (p) : on contracted chromosomes two bands; a proximal pale band, and
a « distal medium to intensely stained band. On medium contracted and on long





chromosomes the cc distal )) band is in fact a median band, which is subdivided
into two bands, 8fiI4 and 8pi6. Band 8yq. is the most heavily stained one.
The very long and pale telomere region on 8! usually disappear on contracted
chromosomes, Fig. I cell 158-1. On medium contracted and long chromosomes
the telomere region is sometimes difficult to identify, too, because the region
entangles or doubles up with the distal band. Band 8yq is placed on the middle
of P, and 8 P16 just distal to the middle, when the telomere region is identifiable,
Fig. I cells 158-3 and 175-7. If the telomere is not visible, it seems that band
8pr6 is placed at the end, Fig. i cell 162-7. (q) : on contracted chromosomes
the intensity of the staining decreases from the proximal to the distal end. On
medium contracted chromosomes four bands are visible. The breadth of the

bands decreases along the arm. On long chromosomes the proximal band is subdi-
vided into two bands as shown in Fig. i, cell 175-7.

As shown in Fig. z, one of the chromosomes of pair No. 8 are sometimes shor-
tened and more heavily stained compared to the homologue. This heavy staining
of one of the chromosomes usually causes indistinct banding patterns, and for
that reason the identification of the chromosome is sometimes difficult.

Because the frequency of cells with long chromosomes is not very high in
cultures, the diagrammatic representation of the banding patterns in Fig. 2 are

based on medium contracted chromosomes as a previous paper, HANSEN (i977).
Table I indicates the bands which on medium contracted chromosomes serve

as landmarks on the X chromosome and on chromosome No. 8.



Discussion and conclusion

In conventional Giemsa stained metaphase plates it was impossible to iden-
tify with certainty the X chromosome of the pig, because it belongs to the meta-
centric group, HULOT (ig6g). Because of the great similarity of the banding
pattern of the X chromosome and pair No. 8, these can be difficult to destinguish
by the banding methods, too.

The reasons for that are several : a) similar morphology; b) similar banding
pattern of !; c) next to the centromere a heavily stained band on q; cI) overfluo-
rescence /overstaining.



In the first description of the Q-band pattern of the pig karyotype by Gus-
TAVSSON et al. (Ig72), the X chromosome was described with a bright band on the
middle of the short arm, and two bright bands on the long arm. At the same time
HANSEN (Ig72) described the X chromosome as follows : (p) distal half distinct,
proximal half pale. (q) three bands. In a later paper HANSEN (Ig77) found on
q two main bands on the middle, and a very narrow pale band next to the centro-
mere. BURGER (Ig72) and SYSA (Ig73) described a slightly brighter fluorescence
on the middle of p, and HANSEN-MELANDER et al. (1974) found one band on the
middle of !, and two bands on q. In a later paper SYSA (1975) described one
distinct narrow band on the middle of the short arm. In certain plates he found
this band accompanied by narrow bands on both sites. On q he found four bands,
the second one most intensely stained. The present results confirm the median
band on the short arm as described by GUSTAVSSON et al. (Ig72), BERGER (Ig72),
SYSA (1973), HANS!N-MEI,AND!R et al. (1974), SYSA (1975), MICHZ;I,MANN et al.

(1977), MzYAxl: et al. (1978), and I,zN et al. (1980). However, very distinct,
but pale bands are present proximally as well as distally to the median band on
!, and both of the pale bands are subdivided into two bands on long chromosomes.
Especially, the distal very small band, XpI6, is lost on contracted chromosomes,
and for that reason only two bands are visible, see Fig. I cell 158-1, and LIN et

al. (1980). On long chrom.osomes band XpI6 can be twisted, and give a heavy
staining at the end of P. Possibility for these reasons ECHARD (Ig73) and PACE
et al. (Ig75) described two bands on !. The long arm shows two very distinct
median bands as described by GusTAVSSON et al. (1972), ECHARD (1973), HAO!I,-
TORN et al. (1973), HANS!N-1VIELANDZ;R et al. (Ig74) and HANSEN (1977). But
the present results show a distinct narrow band proximally as well as distally
to the two median bands, i.e. on medium contracted chromosomes a total of four
bands on q. This is in accordance with SYSA (1975), with Fig. 3 in the paper
by HANSEN-MELANDER et al. (1974), and in part with HANSEN (Ig72) and LIN
et al. (1980), because the last two authors only describe three bands. As demons-
trated in Fig. I cell 175-7, each of the two broad bands on q, Xq2I and Xq31,
are subdivided into two bands on long chromosomes.

On chromosom.e No. 8 the very long telomere region of p is often twisted
or doubled up with band 8p16, see e.g. Fig. I cell 162-7. Possibly for that reason
band 8fiI6 is usually described on the distal part of !, GusTAVSSON et al. (Ig72).
When the telomere is visible, band 8!14, which has the highest intensity of stai-
ning, is placed exactly on the middle, and 8P16 just distally to the middle of !,
see Fig. I cell 175-7. The banding pattern of the long arm is very characteristic,
because of the decreasing intensity of the bands from 8q2i to 8q27, which is in
contrast to Xq. The banding pattern of 8q has also been described in different
ways in the literature.

It seems that bands which serve as landmarks only can be used as landmarks
on contracted and medium contracted chromosomes. On long chromosomes
these landmarks are very often subdivided, and the intensity of the subdivided
bands are usually equal. Furthermore, bands which are negative on contracted
or medium contracted chromosomes often show one or two very pale, but distinct
bands, on long chromosomes.

The karyotype in Fig. 3 is in accordance with the agreement of the Reading
Conference (Ig76), because it was decided to put chromosome No. 5 inthetempo-
rarily used pig karyotype into the right position, i.e. into the group of metacentric
chromosomes, if further measurements confirm the results by HANSEN (1976,
Ig77). Recently I,IN et al. (1980) have measured the relative length of the pig



chromosomes, and the results agree very well with the previously and the revised
results by HANSEN (1980).

From the present results it is obvious that the criteria for identification of
chromosome No. 8 and the X chromosome are very different in cells from the early
to the late metaphase. If these are observed it is easy in well spread metaphase
plates to identify with certainty the X chromosome of the domestic pig. The
landmark system, however, is only usable on contracted and medium contracted
chromosomes.
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Résumé

Identification du chyomosome X du Porc domestique (Sus scrofa domestica)

La similitude de marquage du chromosome X et du chromosome 8 du Porc domestique
conduit à étudier ce problème d’identification. Le marquage de ces deux chromosomes varie
selon le stade métaphasique. Les landmarks (interbandes) ont été revues mais il n’a pas été pos-
sible de les utiliser sur les chromosomes très despiralisés provenant de prométaphases.
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